Case Study

Montréal’s ﬁrst net-zero building,
nestled among mature trees in the
heart of the city
The Pavillon d'accueil du Parcours

sustainable development and the value

Gouin is a reception pavilion located in

of leading an eco-friendly lifestyle.

Basile-Routhier Park in Montréal,

Parcours Gouin itself is a patchwork of

Canada, at the edge of the Prairies

16 individual riverside parks and three

River separating the Island of Montréal

nature parks, all linked by a 15 km (9

from Laval. The pavilion hosts

mile) bicycle path along the river – the

numerous activities and other events

ideal setting for an iconic sustainable

year-round and is meant to promote

development.
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The Challenge
Ofﬁcials from the Montréal borough of Ahuntsic-Cartierville wanted to achieve a
net-zero consumption building – which, at the time, would have been a ﬁrst for the
city – that could also serve as an educational focal point around sustainable
development. The building was to lead by example by showcasing the possibilities of
sustainability within its own construction, while providing sheltered outdoor gathering
spaces and easily accessible areas for visitors to congregate. For the dedicated
team of architects, designers, engineers and suppliers – including Unicel
Architectural – the project was a chance to inject their passion about education and
environmental issues into a truly world-class building.
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The Solution
Unicel and its subsidiary IC2 Technologies supplied the 199-square-foot Raico
Therm+ HI 56 mm timber curtain wall, which simultaneously combines dazzling
views of the river and surrounding green space with superior thermal insulation,
wind resistance and air tightness. The curtain wall is framed with Black Spruce
Glulam and features triple-glazed windows with thermally efﬁcient coatings on both
sides. Unicel also manufactured the lift-and-slide glass doors found throughout the
facility.
The main design – that of two boxes on top of one another, with the cantilevered top
section seeming to slide towards the river – accommodates the need for sheltered
outdoor spaces under the upper ﬂoor, while incorporating a hip, contemporary
building shape. The design allows easy access to the building’s green roof and
community garden and helps control solar heat gain in areas most exposed to direct
afternoon sunlight. To accentuate the building’s connection with nature a pair of
balconies spring outward from its upper ﬂoor, each placed on thin posts to protect
the root systems of the stand of mature trees nearby (along with providing even
more sheltered outdoor meeting space).
Further activity and meeting space is provided by the building’s indoor areas and
exhibition rooms, along with another sheltered outdoor space under its large solar
panels mounted on a separate structure nearby.
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“The pavilion’s RAICO Therm+ curtain wall, manufactured by Unicel,
contributes to the performance of the entire building envelope. It’s a
major factor in the building achieving net-zero energy consumption
status and LEED Gold certiﬁcation.”
Samuel Doyon Bissonnette, Director of Engineering, Unicel Architectural

The Results

Participants

Upon its unveiling in 2017, the 1,500-square-foot pavilion

Architects – Birtz Bastien Beaudoin Laforest (BBBL),

fulﬁlled its mission by becoming the ﬁrst net-zero building in

Provencher Roy

Montréal – meaning it produces roughly as much energy as it

Engineering lead – Stantec

consumes. It was also certiﬁed LEED Gold thanks to its many

Structural facade/curtain wall manufacturer – Unicel

energy-efﬁcient and energy-generating features, and also

Architectural and IC2 Technologies

includes several information kiosks and displays meant to

General contractor – Anjalec Construction

educate the public on its sustainability features and green
living best practices in general.
Finally, along with being a marvel of sustainability, it’s also a
great place to spend some time: some of the pavilion’s regular
activities include morning tai-chi, snow yoga, snowshoeing,
evening social gatherings, workshops, wine tastings and even
urban astronomy sessions.
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